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POLLS AWAIT TIDE OF VOTERS
ASB
Campaign
Election
Ends With Student Vote

Makes Suggestions

Schlesinger Relates
Presidential Future

Despite the humidity of Monday night, many braved the heat
to hear Arthur Schlesinger Jr.,
American historian, discuss "The
Future of the Presidency."
Schlesinger stated that "al-

Pisano’s Statement
Causes Reaction
By Veep Aspirant
Jerry Spotter, candidate for ASB
vice president, followed yesterday’s
endorsement of Rich Corby for
vice president by Bob Pisano, ASB
President, with the following statement:
"Obviously strict party disciplines has influenced the ASB
president to reverse his previous
decision to remain neutral in the
elect ion."
Spotter also announced that a
rally will be held this morning at
10:15 on Seventh Street. The Invaders, a rock ’n roll band, is
scheduled to entertain.
Last night a car rally was
staged for Filch Corby, the other
candidate for vice president.
The car rally for Corby started
at the College Union and paraded
around the campus living centers.
Spoiler is running as an independent and Corby is endorsed
by SPUR.
During the past week both vice
presidential aspirants have been
visiting approved living centers
and passing out literature calling
for student support.
Both candidates will be on campus today carrying their campaigns directly to students.

Larson Grad Rep
Write -In Candidate
Campaigiung is under way for
a write-in candidate for graduate
representative to Student Council.
A committee headed by the two
present graduate representatives,
Pete Briggs and Ray Kunde, have
started a write-in campaign for
former ASH president, Steve Larson.
Larson informed the Daily that
if elected, he would be obligated
to serve.

A hard fought election campaign that began on Washington’s birthday climaxes today and tomorrow as SJS students east ballots from 8:30 a.m. until 7:30 p.m.
Voters will elect five executive officers and 19 representatives to Student Council.
Polls will be located in front of the college bookstore, on Seventh Street in front of
the cafeteria and across from the Education Building on Seventh Street.
A prediction of between 3-4,000 voters has been issued by Ken Lane, chairman
of the ASB election board. In 1963 a total of 2,700 students voted compared to last year’s
total of 2.818.
Follow ing today’s balloting, the election board will lock up the ballots until the
counting process starts after the polls close tomorrow evening at 7:30.
A record number of 37 candidates are seeking office this year. In 1963 26 candidates sought votes. Last year 27 students went down the campaign trail.

though there has been a tendency
during this century to strengthen
the powers of the president, few
proposals have arisen recently to
institutionalize the presidency.
LESS CONTROL
"In fact, the president’s control
over foreign policy is less today
than it was in previous years,"
said Schlesinger.
"The increased size of Congress
and its slow turnover also hinders
the president’s freedom. This
makes it much harder for the
president to persuade Congress to
adopt a particular issue," he said.
"These burdens and the responsibilities of the nuclear age
make the president’s job harder
and demanding a more active
president. The presidency is just
now organized where it can cope
with responsibility," Schlesinger
said.
SEVERAL METHODS
WHO WILL WIN? Voting began today for the entire slate of
ASB elective offices. Jerry Spolter, left, and Rich Corby, right,
Schlesinger suggested several
vice presidential candidates, wonder which one of them will
approaches for strengthening the
replace first in this two -man race. Polls are open from 8:30 a.m. to
presidency. One would be
7:30 tonight, and again all day tomorrow.
organizing the congressional sysreorganiztem. Another would be
ing the political parties and making them more responsilae. Ile
believes that "this would equip
the president in a better way to
carry out his duties."
However, discipline and responsibility is against the party system," said Schlesinger. "The only
real solution for strengthening the
presidency would be to let the
Dr. David Warwick Brokensha,
A retirement dinner honoring Dr.
people choose who they want to
execute the nation’s important secretary of the Institute of In- Carl Duncan, dean of instruction,
ternational Studies at the Uni- who has the longest service record
decisions."
versity of California, Berkeley, at San Jose Slate will be held
will speak on "Southern Africa: Sunday, May 16, at 7 p.m. in the
The Impending Crisis" in TH55 cafeteria.
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30.
Deadline for tickets, which cost
The ASH Lecture Committee $3, is Monday, May 10, in the Stu"Guzzle with the G.D.1.’s" is the and the International Student dent Affairs
Office.
theme of this week’s Co-Rec pro- Organization are sponsoring the
Dr. Duncan, who retires in
gram presented tonight from 7:30 speech. The public is invited.
Dr. Brokensha says, "I shall June, has served SJS for 43 and
to 9:45 in the PER Building and
outline briefly present political, a half years. He remembers a norWomen’s Gym.
Featured activities include: vol- economic and social conditions in mal school of 1,000 students when
leyball, badminton, basketball, ta- the Republic of South Africa, in he came in 1922.
ble tennis, chess, bridge, shuffle- Rhodesia, and in the Portuguese
He served as chairman of the
board, dancing and swimming. A territories of Mozarnbigue and
Natural Sciences Area from 1958
special event will be a guzzling Angola.
"I shall describe what has been to 1963. Dr. Duncan was homecontest with a prize going to the
done by the respective govern- coming grand marshal in 1963.
winner.
Contributions to the Carl and
Music for the dancing will be ments to maintain their position
provided by the "G.D.I.’s," a rock and I shall also include opposition Neva Duncan Memorial Fund also
may
be made in the Student
both inside and countries of Southand roll band from San Jose.
Admission is free, but limited ern Africa and also in the inter- Affairs Office in conjunction with
the dinner.
national field.
to ASB card holders only.

South Africa Talk May 16 Retirement
By Dr. Brokensha Dinner To Honor
Tomorrow at 2:30 Dr. Carl Duncan

Co-Rec Features
Guzzling Contest

Last year five candidates ran
unopposed for executive seats. The
vice presidency was the only race
that developed in the ASB executive branch.
Gene Lokey, UNICOL’s presidential candidate, campaigned on
five planks: (1) unification of students, (2) beautification of the
campus, (3) improved campus
parking, (4) a change of approved
housing regulations, and (5) a
study of the relationship of student organizations to administrative policies.
John Hendricks, SPUR’s standard bearer, (1) opposed the proposed tuition charge, (2) supports
..stablishment of one semester
!rousing contracts, (3) supports expansion of cultural programs at
SJS, (4) supports expansion of the
Intramural sports program, and
(5) increased social responsibility
for campus organizations.
Charles F. "Chuck" Overs, running independently for president,
campaigned for: (1) an abolishment of the present "caste" system in student government, (2)
beautification of the buildings and
grounds of the college, (3) enhancement of ASB cultural programs, (4) propagation of SJS’
traditions, history and firsts
throughout the U.S., and (5) a
move "Toward Spartaneity."
John M. Hansen, another independent candidate for the top ASB
position, stated during the campaign his aims as: (1) abolishment
of compulsory approved housing,
(2) distribution of contraceptives
information
contraceptive
and
through the health center and/or
the College Union, (3) withdrawal
of ASB funds from the intercollegiate sports program, (4) reorganization of the Spartan Daily,
and (5) support for Students for
Excellence and free tuition in the
state colleges.

,ONONFINimmami.

President’s Job Almost Impossible
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the third in a series of four articles
dealing with the duties and responsibilities of ASS elective
officers.
By MIKE NEEFELD
Probably the most informed student on the SJS
campus is the ASB president.
He works very closely with students, faculty and
administration to coordinate activities of the ASB with
college policy.
"For what is expected of the president," Bob
Pisano, ASH president, said, "it is almost a physical
and mental impossibility."
Pisano explained that on one hand the president
is a student. On the other hand he is the chief executive of a $286,000 a year business.
VETO LEGISLATION
Under the ASB constitution the president has the
power to veto any legislation passed by Student
Council.
The president has also been given power to
initiate legislation.
Pisano explains the veto as a "profound and int-

portant tool." But he expressed the desire to be the
"voice of the students" and to initiate legislation if
necessary.
Former ASB president, Steve Larson, feels that
the most important role of the president is to get
an overall view of the issues.
CONVINCE COUNCIL
"The president must also be able to convince
council of the need for legislation," Larson stated.
"The president is only as good as he is able to convince council."
Pisano stressed that the president really acts
as a "father."
"When students have a gripe they come to the
president. During registration my telephone never
stopped ringing.
"The job allows a strident to work with some very
intelligent people. The opportunity to work with these
people makes the job bearable," Pisano said.
BIN LIMITATION
"A big limitation in trying to continue policies
i, that a new group of people tire elected to council

each year," the present chief executive stated.
"A definite carryover of council members would
Increase the effectiveness of council a great deal.
"The same carryover should apply to the presidency," Pisano said. ’The vice president is the second
best informed student and should logically succeed
to the presidency.
"I wouldn’t run again because the job demands
too much," Pisano commented.
NO PRIVATE LIFE
"The ASB president has no private life. He is
not just a student but ASH president,
"And because the president is a strident, many
faculty members lion’t look upon him :is an equal,"
Pisani) said.
Pisano explained that until May 15 he is president and will continue to function even if his is the
so-called "lame-duck" president.
’The newspaper can either make the president
look good or bad," Pisano said.
"I have been fortunate that the Daily has been
faiwable to my administration."

ELECTIONS
VOTE TODAY 8:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Today Deadline for Students
To Get Blood Drive Permits
building up the San June State
Blood Credit Club. In case of
emergency, a student or member
of his immediate family may draw
blood from the bank.
Donating takes 30 minutes and
is a painless process.
Trophies will be given to the
fraternity, sorority, club and
dormitory with the highest percentage of donating members in
the drive.
Many students have used blood
from the SJS Blood Credit Club
since the drive last spring, and
more blood is needed to build up
the club.
Faculty members maintain a
separate credit club. Blood drive
chairman, Jim Lewis, indicated
that faculty members donate less
blood and use more blood than
students, making the v.entira t e
club necessary.

Today is the last chance for
students to pick up campus blood
drive release slips. Students under 21 wishing to donate blood
in tomorrow’s drive may obtain
permits in front of the cafeteria
between 9 km. and 3 p.m.
The drive is sponsored by the
ASB Community Service Board,
AFROTC and Sigma Kappa sorority. It will be held from 9 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. at the Catholic Women’s Center, 195 E. San Fernando
St.
Students donating blood will be

SEE To Stage
Mass Rally May 13;
No Faculty Aid
Students for Excellence in Education announced yesterday that
the SJS faculty will stage a mass
demonstration May 13.
The announcement came at a
meeting of the presidents of various campus organizations.
SEE leaders called the meeting
to get suggestions from campus
leaders for the best way of showing student support for the faculty demonstration. During the
demonstration faculty members
will wear academic regalia according to SEE.
Dr. Peter King, SEE advisor,
said, "All faculty organizations
have backed the idea in principle.
"The Academic Council has not
supported the idea of a demonstration because administration
representatives voted against it,"
King indicated.
Administration votes kept the
demonstration from getting the
necessary majority acconling to
King.
A Spartan Daily phone check
late yesterday afternoon was unable to confirm or deny the faculty plans.
A meeting of SEE is scheduled
for this afternoon at 3:30 in ED100.
A spokesman for SEE said election of officers, the faculty demonstration and the broad principles
of the organization, including the
constitutional amendment would
come under close scrutiny.

Teacher’s Day
An annual Teaching Career Day,
sponsored and hosted by the Student -California Teachers Association (scrA) will be held for high
school students on Saturday.
High school students from all
over the valley have been invited
to attend and over 250 students
are expected.
Paid Political Advertisement

JERRY SPOLTER
Vice-Pres. Candidate
,
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Editorial

The Ballot Speaks
The political campaigns are now whining to a stop.
The posters, handouts, buttons and leaflets have set-% col
their purpose.
Two political parties, till R and UNICOL, are vilergetically rainpaigning to elect their slates of officers.
Frior presidential candidates has e that he this race the
most interesting in many years. The campaigning prob.
ably will not cease until every single site is counted.
Now it is time for decision.
of student go s emThe responsibility for direct
the hands of the candiinent has been wrenched fr
dates and thrown into the laps of the sitters. The choices
of each student will at up to the numbers that determine
the officers.
1961-b5 slate. But
Last year a token Ole derided
that as a time of little opposition.
This year. each office is hotly contested. All the tie.
visions of the future ss ill be based on the votes of these
two days.
The lac:idler i beautiful. There are three easily ae
ressiBle polling places. Balloting will take up to two class
days.
A voter turmoil of lesser than 10,000 %%mild be a slap
at the Spartan Spirit."

SPARTAN DAILY
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’Spectator’ Called
Slanderous in Letter
Editor:
’Spectator" presents the true
face of student politics for the
voter to see. It is the face of a
4-year-old child, calling his
Young playmate dirty names in
she hope that the rest of the
"gang" will repudiate him.
To expose hypocrisy and present the truth often takes a
special kind of courage. If a
publication does this then, in
deed, it is worthy of praise and
hearty congratulations for a
"well done job."
But when a "presentation of
the truth" involves treading on
the brink of slander and libel
then I say "halt."
It is true that we are constitutionally guaranteed "freedom of the press." But not
when the written word is used
to attack and smear.
I do not propose we limit debate. But when the argument
goes beyond the bounds of policy and invades the perimeter
of an individual’s personality
of background, I say "halt."
Such instruments of communication as "Spectator" must
not be allowed to continue without an investigation by the ASB
elect ion committee for possible
code violations.
Bruer Roberts
%1501

Gene Lokey

John Hendricks

Chuck Overs

John Hansen

UNICOL’s presidential candidate is Gene Lokey, a junior majoring in political science and
psychology.
He is presently a junior class
representative on Student Council. Lokey is a member of the
Young Democrats, Model United
Nations, and the Student Open
End Forum.
Lokey was instrumental in
returning two party politics to
SJS through the formation of
UNICOL.

SPUR is sponsoring John Hendricks for ASH president. Hendricks is a senior social science
major.
He presently is ASI3 vice president and chairman of Student
Council. In the past he has been
vice chairman of council, senior
representative, IIX’ president,
and a Spartacamp Counselor.
Hendricks also is a member
of Blue Key, men’s honor society, and has been included in
"Who’s Who in American Colyears.
the 11;10

Candidate Chuck Overs is a
senior public address major.
He is a former president of
the Newman Club, a Catholic
students’ organization. Chuck
is a member of Beta Beta Beta,
honorary biology society; the
SJS College Union Committee;
and Rho Epsilon, professional
real estate association.
Ovens was ASB president of
Fresno City College and also
was State Coordinator of the
California State Junior College
Student Government Association.

Presidential candidate John
Hansen is a junior English major,
He is presently holding the
position of Prose Editor of Reed
magazine. Reed is a literary
publication of the English Department.
Hansen is a member of the
Student Peace Union, Student
Non-Violent Co-ordinating Committee, and Toward An Active
Student Community.

Greeks Put More Emphasis on Proiects
As Complement to Traditional Activities
EDITOR’S NOTE: This i; the second
in a threepart series dealing with
the history, structure, social activities
and leadership aspects of the San
Jose State fraternity and sorority
system.
kl) I. \
JACKSON
The ireild of Greek aetkities at San Jose State is
toward more campus and
eimmitiiiii .i.riee as a rum !dement to their traditional
social act is it le- and (Any:it’ al endea%ors.
"Fraternities, in particular,"
says Robert Andersen, activities
adviser, "have been associated
with what has been called the

playboy image. Increased activity can be construed to be a
conscious effort to change this
image."
Inter-fraternity Council community projects this past year
included support of a Little
League Baseball team, election
campaign work for Proposition
2, collecting Toys for Tots, at
Christmas, and preparing food
baskets for needy families.
MORE PROJECTS
Individually, fraternities have
participated in blood drives,
drug drives, and Goodwill collections. They also have helped

A NEW PROGRAM OF INTEREST TO

MEN

It isn’t easy- to hewmein’ officer in the United
States Army. Only the best young men are selected.
The training and course of study are demanding.
* But if you can qualifyand you should find out
if you canyou will receive training which will put
you a step ahead of other college graduates. Army
ROTC training will give you experience that most
college graduates do not getin leading and managing other men, in organizational techniques, in
self-discipline and in speaking on your feet. This
kind of experience will pay off in everything you

Box 1040, Westbury, New York 11591
Program.

me information on the new 2-Year Army ROTC

(college or university) and plan to continue my schooling

Student

49dafrtSHOO 814T(
EL RANCHO ROPICAIR
and
294-2041
ALMA

"CIRCUS WORLD"
"A TIGER WALKS"

STUDIO

396 SOUTH FIRST

ALUM ROCK AVE

258-5144

NORTH SCREEN
Direct from Playboy Magazine
"FANNY HILL"
"FIRST TASTE OF LOVE"

292-677P

John Woyn,

SOUTH SCREEN

"CIRCUS WORLD"
"A TIC-ER WALKS"

"THE GHOST"

Sidi:fent Rafe

alcaROos

"DEt’D EYES OF

LONDON"

ENTERTAINMENT!
Wednesday, Friday,
and Sunday
Folk Music
Thursday Dixieland
Saturday Progressive
Jazz

ENTERTAINERS WANTED for
SUNDAY SHOWCASE
2)8 Willow

St.

Call: 294-4009

"Through his work this past year, John Bruckman has
demonstrated a unique ability to handle the problems
of student government. This experience makes him outstandingly qualified to be a member of student

Wives

TF MFT

John Hendricks

TASK

ASB Vice President
Endorsed by:

FORCE
MONEY
FOR
TALENT

Frank Bardsley
ASB Executive Secretary
Jack Perkins
ASB Treasurer
Bob Pisano
ASB President
Bruce McDonald
ASB Attorney General

JOHN BRUCKMAN

temporary assignments.
Register now

NO FEE

for JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE

lam now a student at

at

"Dedicated to Progressive

Nurse
Address
City

1969

ALMADEN

John Wayne

We have numerous and various
positions available during the
summer months. TASK FORCE
needs you and offers interesting

ARMY ROTC
Please send

Kelley Park with its recreation
and maintenance, aided a Crippled Children’s Home, and taken
part in renovation of a Girl
Scout camp.
Sorority projects include the
American Heart Association,
Mental Health Association,
Maine Seacoast Mission, the
White Cane program of the
Lion’s Club, and support of the
ship S.S. Hope.
Panhellenic works to coordinate these activities, especially
those in which all the sororities
take part, such as the cancer and
heart fund drives.
On campus, individual sororities and fraternities sponsor annual activities which involve the
participation of many or all the
Greek groups. The Greek Show,
Derby Day, Sparta Sing, and
the Pushcart Races are in this
category. Also, each organization has one formal social event
each semester.
Most fraternities still include
pranks on their calendars, such
as the recent surprise trip to
Hawaii for the president o
Theta Chi and last week’s water
fights.
FEWER PRANKS
An evidence of the trend away
from such games, however, is
the replacement of the notorious
"hell weeks" by "help weeks" at
initiation. These "help weeks"
usually involve a community aid
project.
With all their activities, the
Greeks maintain a grade Point
average which nearly equals the
all -campus average.
Many Greeks, however, individually surpass the campus
(3BA as indicated hy the membership of campus honoraries
for grades and campus service.
One of these honoraries is
Blue Key, senior men’s honorary
in which 14 of the 17 members
are Greek affiliated.

Students *

do the rest of your life.
Army ROTC has a new program designed -spe
cifically for outstanding men who already have
two years of college, and plan to continue their
college work. During your junior and senior years
in this program, you will receive $40 per month.
’Want to find out more about the program? Simply
send in the coupon below, or see the Professor of
Military Science if you are now attending an
ROTC college. There’s no obligationexcept the,
one you owe to yourself.’

If you’re good enough to be an Army Officer, don’t settle for less

Gentlemen

..

When Voting for President

Thrust and Parry

State

DIVISION OF STATISTICAL
TABULATING CORPORATION
12 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
BOP BANK OF AMERICA

Zip Code

’C 26r.

_.1
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CAL TJADEP. INVADES SJS

’Firebugs’ Critiqued
By Drama Student
(TAMA
4 Mit, i
"Thi o
a play written
by Max Fusch and adapted by
Mordecai Gorelik opened to
packed houses last weekend in
the college theater and will continue from today through May
1.
Even though most of the
characters in this play fall
something short of three-dimensional, the message of the play
successfully reaches far into the
crea t lye imagination.
ALLEGORICAL DRAMA

ohn
ma
the
tee(
7ary
Dcthe
lent
urn live

CAL TJADER will perform in a special program sponsored by
Spartan Programs Committee Saturday at 7 and 9 p.m. in Concert Hall. Tickets are available in 81 free of charge to students
and faculty. Admission for general public is $1.50. Tjader and his
quintet are known especially in the jazz world.
LII

CAL ArvIRTISEmtrlf

GIRLS!! VOTE
(BARB)
SAUNDERS

AI"GO-GO

A.W.S. TREASURER
Max Frisch’s Incendiary

"THE FIREBUGS"
TONIGHT, TOMORROW,
FRIDAY, AND SATURDAY
A DRAMA DEPARTMENT PRODUCTION
Curtain 2:15 p.m.
$1.50 General

BOX OFFICE TELEPHONE 294-6414

/711:LE

CLASSICAL CH011114
The chorus, headed by Raymond Terry, was presented in
a classical Greek fashion with
overtones of burlesque. The
large number and rather loose
and undisciplined choreography
of the chorus members reduced
them to insignificance, and
proved the choral concept, in
this specific production, obviously a deficit to the play.
The music and/or sound effects, conceived and recorded by
John Beauchamp, were exciting

ssoN
NOW, AUNT SONYA,_HE
0:13 WANTS ID TR EAT
HER TO DATENUT PANCAKES,

Mixed emotion grew out of the
presentation of the complex,
understated theme of the play,
and in all fairness, it is impossible to applaude the results
In any general way. Dr. Paul
Davee’s direction was adequate
and in places, precise, but the
strength of the drama rested in
the excellent performance of
Stanley Anderson.
Anderson’s portrait of Biedermann was intense and professional. His ability to present a complex personality on stage was
hampered only by the inadequacy of the supporting cast.
Indeed, each time Anderson approached a heightened pitch, he
was stymied by the cast; partcularly by Barbara Bowfin,
playing Biedermann’s fear-ridden
wife, who seemed out of place
in action and ability. Perhaps
Miss Bowlin was miscast. This
element of misplacement reached
well into other members of the
cast, and was obviously present
in the characterization of Willi
Eisenring by Tracy Thornell.
EMANUEL’S BEST ROLE
Thornell’s ability to project
the knife-like edge of the character was dulled by his boyish
mannerisms. Eddy EmanuEl

Classic Films
To Present
laArventurai

9

44;;A,’

LVVE DATES riAilts5 DA.TENLIT PA.UCAKES-Chl‘f CF 35 VARIET ES AT

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
San Jose - 1415 S. 1st Santa Clara- 1680 El Camino Real

"L’Avventura" will be the feature of today’s Classic Film Series at 3:30 and 7 p.m. in TH55.
Admission is free and open to
the college community only. The
short subject will be "G."

The SJS Symphony Orchestra
will ’appear in the second concert of to In conjunction Skit Ii
International Week tonight it
5715 in Concert Hall.
The concert, directed by Dr.
Gibson Walters, professor of

SJS Jazz Troupe
To Tour Far East
TI1C Gus 1.4.:ilse Show, pruduced and directed by Dr. Gus
Lease. SJS professor of music,
has been selected to tour the
Pacific Command of the armed
forces installations in July.
The tour, which will include
Japan, China. Korea and the
Philippines, will be for eight
weeks.
New costumes and materials
are needed, accolding to Dr.
Lease.
A benefit show will be given
May 11 at 8:15 p.m. in the
Men’s Gym. A donation of $1
is being asked in circler to pay
for new costumes and materials
needed for the tour. according

JOAN BRIDGES
pianist

For ihe sorority girl who has
everything . . . (except a
date to her pledge dance!)

3

CAMILLA SHELDEN
... violinist
music, will feature SJS music
majors Miss Joan Bridges and
Miss Camilla Shelden as soloists.
Miss Bridges will appear at
the piano playing a selection
from Tchaikovsky and Miss
Shelden will play "The Lark
Ascending" for violin.
Admission is free to the public.

COURTESY OF MILLER
DATING SERVICE
A suEsidiary of
E.D.S.S.

CONTACT:
R. MILLER
286-2970
AFTER 6 P.M.

ROBERT
STAHL

GOLDEN
OPPORTUNITY
Men or Worncm
A A A COrporaft3n

COMPLEX THEME

Satiric Comedy

College Th,?air,1,
SJSC, Students 75c

The drama is an alegory,
built around a central character,
Gottlieb Biedermann, who is a
man unwilling to back up his
wn principles. He is weak
enough to allow two obvious
arsonists to move into his house
with their flammable equipment,
and goes so far as to help them
set up the house for the same
fiery destruction that engulfs his
own character.
Bledermann represents the ineffectual middle-class bourgeoisie
of pre-World War II Germany.
The Playwright presents his
views on how the Nazis were
allowed to slowly envelope a
society that suffered to not from
ignorance or unawareness, but
rather from a basic lack of
character which yielded most of
them unable to take any direct
course of action.
However, the interpretation of
this play is by no means limited
in time or place, for this same
lack of character fiber is being
manifested in the havoc centers
of the world today.

managed 1., present tn’, best role
of the season with a frequently
believable port rays I of the
wrestler, Sepp Schmitz. However, EinanuEl still suffers from
a noticeable lack of subtlety.
Kathleen Espinoza, as the
Biedermann’s maid-servant, vassilated throughout the play, at
times managing to remain inoffensive, but once or twice cutting into Anderson’s characterization and joining Miss Bowfin
and Thurnell in reducing the
drama to Intermittent tedium.

Concert To n i ght
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for

*Full or Part Time

STANLEY ANDERSON
... outstanding performance
and original in the beginning,
but Beauchamp must have run
short of noise makers toward
the end, for the sounds produced during the closing act
were repetitious and somewhat
annoying.
J. Wendell Johnson, Ken
Dorst, and Kevin Seligman; selling, lighting, and costumes, respectively, rose somewhat above
their usual excellence in achieving what Anderson was approaching and what the director
was obviously working toward.
Unfortunately again, the noble
few did not have a supporting
cast with the sufficient strength
to rise above the crude dregs
of amateurism.

JUNIOR

* Earnings as High as $2000
(commission) during Summer
Vacation

’REP’

* Earn $60-5180 per week
(commission) While Attending
School

Moulder Hall Vice-Pres.

*No Experience Necessary
We Train

PHI ETA SIGMA
DEAN’S SCHOLAR
INDEPENDENT
I. Robert Stahl calls for abolition or drastic revision
of th0 approved housing systems.
2. AU ASE mec-logs to be open in the respect that
the meetings of these committees and their agenda
are fully publicized.

* Management Positions Open
* Teaching Machine
Phone Mr. Ray at 244-6900
GROLiER SOCIETY
1400 Coleman Ave., Suite G 13
Santa Clara

RE11-1 SEFM
PATENT PENDING

MISSES

RANGLEH

S-T-R-E-T-C-H
JEANS

’

EVERY SEAM
AS YOU DO

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
If

VOTE

VOTE

DAVID TURNER
for

ASB TREASURER
5

Now, one of your favorites
from Wrangler in cool, comfortable STRETCH! True western cut, fashioned in 10 oz. sanforized stretch denim ... 75%
cotton, 25% nylon. In light blue,
red, wheat, sailing blue and
denim blue.
Misses sizes 8-18, 5.98
The Workingman’s
Store
218 W. Santa Clara
All Parking Tickets Validated

Select from These
& SHADES
NYLON LACE (with Lycra stretch

seams)

LACE COLORS: Sparkling white,
Mt Sacs or Champagne (new body

eiwriciork,N.Y.10011
Dear Siren: I need the comfort of a stretch
m WONDER BRA, with dipped neckline
htstraps. Please send the broils)
checkd below. Satisfaction fully
guaranteed.

tint)
DACRON /COTTON (with Lycra
stretch seains) Available in White
only

NAME

SIZES: B

ADDRESS

CCullFp 3322 ttoo 4308))

$3.95 postpaid
D

CUP (34 10 42)

$5.00

DPd

Dept. SD

Silhouettes,streeN
h
3S0IRWEesNt15t

FABRICS

(please print)

CITY
FABRIC
COLOR

ZONE
SIZE

STATE
ENCLOSED
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International
The Match

Dec
For

Queen

Box
States

Pis \ 1c I S
Cheryl Fusco, freshman at t orijor from Willow Glen, r
MiKee, Sigma Phi Epsilon, freshman pre-dental major from
Clara.
ENGAGEMENTS
Judie Block, Theta Sigma Phi and past Spartan Daily society
editor, senior journalism major from Kentfield, to Curt Rodrigo,
Chi Pi Sigma, senior law enforcement and administri.tion major from
Merced. They hope to be married in spring, 1966.
Glenda Kertz, sophomore business major from Atherton, to
Larrj Radius’, junior microbiology major from Millbrae. They have
not set a specific wedding date as yet.
Claudia DeLong, Kappa Alpha Theta, sophomore business education major from Willits, to Thomas Milligan, freshman business
administration major at Fullerton Junior College from Willits. They
will be married on Aug. 14.
Janet Iljelmeland, Kappa Kappa Gamma, senior English major
from San Jose, to Lea Herold, Tau Delta Phi, senior psychology
major from San Jose. They will be married sometime this fall.
**- *********************rk**********************

Qualifications

fly BARBARA Di N
We don’t want her to grin,
grab the trophy and run."
Diane Wallace, who will soon
relinquish her throne as International Queen for 1964-65, was
speaking of the judging for this
year’s title.
Although she declined to answer what qualities she was
chosen for, she was very willing
to state the qualities which she
hopes will be the basis for this
year’s decision.
"I’m most interested in seeing a queen who is able to converse easily with people and to
make them feel at ease. She
should be a good talker as well
as a good listener."

ties and getting students here
to know them.
"In the next couple of years,
these students will be taking
over top positions in their own
countries. The attitudes they are
forming now will influence their
governments’ foreign policies
later.
"For this reason, we are stressing conversation rather than
beauty in this year’s contest,"
she concluded.
TRADITIONAL ART
Miss Wallace is a junior majoring in traditional art. Along
with her major, she carries
minors in humanities, music and
dance.
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
"I’d love to be a professional
student, but to do something
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
with it," she explained. "I don’t
She should be interested in
have enough majors or minors.
doing something about getting
I’m just interested in all of the
the foreivn students into act ivifine arts."
She hopes to teach at the college level and is interested especially in instructing oil painting or drawing and composition.
TRAVEL IN MEXICO
One of the qualifications for
the title of International Queen
is travel, Diane spent six weeks
in Mexico. She traveled in a
station wagon with nine other
Dr. Elsie Leach, associate propeople.
fessor of English, will review
The Morgan Hill beauty has
Saul
Bellow’s
tragi-comedy,
many hobbies and talents. In"Herzog," today at 12:30 p.m.
cluded are photography, voice,
in Cafeteria A and B.
dance, horseback riding, swimThe novel tells of the mental
ming, art and sewing.
and physical journeying of an
JOE
Other hobbies are stamp colunsuccessful Jewish professor
lecting, corresponding, collectand author.
ing jewelry and lapidary (rock
As the story begins, he is very
cutting) work.
near a mental breakdown. His
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
second wife has left him for one
.dlii":Z\ Expert repairing for
On campus, Diane is social
of his best friends. The only
chairman of the International
thing he own is a decaying
Al! Makes and f4;
Student Organization, a job
farmhouse in the Berkshires.
Models
c -Q,01
I
which entails finding entertainHe is tragic, eccentric and
ment for Friday afternoon meettii
comicyet he manages to rise
ings. The entertainment, she
above his misfortunes.
Tune-ups Brakes
says, "represents a diversity of
Engines
Garbs General Repairs
fields and nationalities."
Transmissions
In addition, she is chairman
STUDENTS. 10
OFF WITH A SB CARD!
of the queen contest, a position
in
which she serves as a memAll Foreign and Sport Cars
ber of Intercultural Steering
111r=1
Committee. She is also a memAcross From Park
,1=3131
ber of the Women’s Glee Club.
Flowers
MUSIC PLEDGE
and
She is a pledge of Mu Phi
Corsages
Epsilon, professional music sorfor all
ority. She maintains a grade
Occasions
point average close to 3.5 in
spite of her actiVities.
CV 2-0462
10th & Santa Clara
In addition to being freed of ** ************* ***** *************************************************I her responsibilities as International Queen at Friday evening’s
t ;cal Adv.
d Adv.
al Ado.
International Ball, she will gain
her "freedom" in another way
Rick
this week, for she is 21 today.
What will become of Diane
when her reign has ended?
She plans to continue working
with international students.
for
for
for

TINA
NEWTON

Dr. Elsie Leach
To Review Bellow’s
’Herzog’ Today
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Six Singers One Aq 5.eevice
To Perform
"WORK:
Here Today
The Freedom Singers still appear at Concert Hall today at
3 p.m. The program is sponsoreii
by SNCC (Student Nonvioleni
ziCoordinating Committee)
part of Freedom Week.
Many of the songs of the Freedom Singers sing are composed
by members of the group and
deal with events currently making headlines.
Other songs are "soul songs
of the South which have come
out of country churches, farmers’ shacks, prisons and plantations over the past 100 years.
The group is composed of six
young Southern Negroes who
have often been arrested in connection with their work as Field
Secretaries for SNCC.
They alternate their activities
between voter registration and
direct action demonstrations in
the South and club and concert
dates in the North.
SNCC describes the Freedom
Singers as probably the only entertainers in the country with
both a combined police record of
32 arrests and two Carnegie Hall
(’oncerts.

Sigma Delta Chi’s
Attend Conclave
kleen ’wankel, 1,1
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi,
men’s professional journalistic
society, attended the annual
Region 11 conference April 23-24
Many of the songs the Freein Fresno.
The convention consisted of
two days of meetings and social
gatherings, and included panels
on the coverage of crisis news
and the nature and operation
of the various news media.
Undergraduates from SJS were
provided with a tour of the
Fresno State College journalism facilities.
San Jose State members attending the conclave were Richard Doty, Dick Davin, Bill Soli day, Bill Leonard, Mike Neufeld,
Richard Reeb, Tom Mead, Lee
Alexander, Mark Thayer, Dave
Nozaki and Richard Tallent,
Pearce Davies, assocate professor of journalism f SJS also
attended.

Including:

Soph.
Rep.

Freshman Comp

Photo by Larry Bell,
Dunning, Marty Essex, Vickie Bergez and Sue
Richardson. Tickets may be purchased for 50
cents in front of the Spartan Bookstore and the
cafeteria through Friday, 9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

MOVE OVER BEN HURSome of the speediest
SJS coeds are on their marks for Saturday’s
Third Annual Derby Day, sponsored by Sigma
Chi. Proceeds will be donated to the Heart
Fund. Contestants are (I. to r.) Sue Bailey, Cindy
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DAILY CLASSIFIED
ADS FOR PROFIT
AND CONVENIENCE

With Daily Classifieds in gear,
you’ve never seen bicycles go
so fast. Stock up on some extra
cash . . . ride with Spartan
Classifieds,
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WHEN WE HAVE A VARIETY OF
DELICIOUS FOODS TO
CHOOSE FROM?
Siva:, Sandwich
Pizza
Pastrami
Barbegue

67c
53c
59c
59c

BURGEI\
All at our low, low prices !
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Deadline
Today
For Study Grants ICompeting
de.alline tor appl,\,ing for full tuition scholarships
Ire Field Studies in Natural History, outdoor research trips sponsored by the Natural Science Area.
Applications are available in
S221 for the $21 grants for trips
to Mammoth Lakes, June 13-19;
Sequoia National Park, June 20-26,
and Cambria Pines, June 27-July 3,
according to Dr. Kenneth Hutton,
associate professor of biology.
Several scholarships are available for each of the three programs.
Applicants must demonstrate need
for aid, have at least a 2.5 GPA,
and submit a statement as to why
they want to study natural history.

SHERMAN CLAY

EVERY
RECORD
$100

for Executive Posts.

Rich Corby

Jerry Spolter

Wes Watkins

Bob Armstrong

SPUR is sponsoring senior
Rich Corby for ASB vice president.
Corby is presently a senior
representative on Student Council. He is a member of the
Housing Committee, Finance
Committee, Enrollment Limitations Committee, and Spartan
Daily Relations Committee.
He was president of Sigma
Phi Epsilon social fraternity
last year.

Independeni
ry Spolter is
one of the two candidates for
ASB vice president.
Spoiler was a student council
representative In 1962-63 and is
now director of the ASB committees. He is a member of the
Campus Policy Committee, a
delegate to the Model United
Nations, a pledge to Spartan
Shields, and a member of the
College
Union Programming
Committee.
He also acted as co-chairman
of the Students for Proposition
No. 2 drive last fall.

SPUR is sponsoring junior Wes
Watkins for the post of attorney
general.
Watkins is presently junior
representative to Student Council. He is also vice president of
IDC and a former Spartacamp
Counselor.
He is a member of Spartan
Shields, the Campus Policy Committee, and Sigma Chi fraternity.

Junior Bob Armstrong, sponsored by UNICOL for attorney
general, has been membership
chairman for Newman Club and
Young Republicans, treasurerparliamentarian of the Santa
Clara YR’s and a pledge of Sigma Nu during his first year
at SJS.
Armstrong transferred from
Hartnell College where he was
president of the YR chapter, vice
president of Circle K and Esquires service clubs and InterClub Council. He was also appointed homecoming parade
chairman.

. .
1 JOHN HENDRICKS

List Price $3.98

Our Price $2.98
List Price $4.98

Our Price $3.98
List Price $5.98

Our Price $4.98
SHERMAN
CLAY ?’jf

,g

IWO

89 Se. First-295-3362Son Jose

ASB PRESIDENT

David Turner
UNIC01, is sponsoring senior
David Turner for treasurer.
Turner is presently business
manager of the yearbook, La
Torre. Last semester he was
named Outstanding Pledge of
Alpha Phi Omega, a national
service fraternity.
He is on the Distinguished
Scholar in Residence Committee
and has been an Orientation
Leader. He is also a member of
Gamma Theta Upsilon, a geographic honorary, and is past
president of Wesley Foundation.

1425 W. San Carlos Strew!
CYpress 8-1212

********************
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Elect

Wes
*

ASB
Attorney General
Experienced and Endorsed
* Junior Representative
*Spartan Shields
*Vice President
Inter Dorm Council
*Sparta Camp Counselor

* Bruce McDonald
ASB Attorney General
*Cliff Steele
ASB Chief Justice
*Bob Pisano
ASB President
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PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
It

RICH
CORBY
ASB
Vice President

4,

Kathy Schwent

Executive Secretary
Candidates

HI-Fl

Senior siirial srirnie major,
Kathy Schwent, the first coed to
run for executive secretary, is
vying against Einar Wetlesen
for the post.
At El Catnino College, Miss
Schwent was sophomore class
president, commissioner of publications and an editor of the
newspaper and student handbook.
She has served as an orientation leader during two of her
three semesters at SJS. She Is
backed by UNICOL.
Einar Wet lesen, business management major. is SPUR’s choice
for the job. He is active on the
ASB judiciary, election board and
serves as executive co-ordinator
of Society of Advancement of
Management.
Ile belongs to Tau Delta Phi,
men’s honorary fraternity and
Spa it an Sh
--

TASC To Sponsor
Panel Discussion
TASC (Towards an Active Student Community) will sponsor a
panel discussion on "The Church
and Contemporary Political and
Social Affairs" today at 3:30 p.m.
In CH227.
The panel will consist of four
campus ministers. Pastor Roy
Hoch, Lutheran; Rev. Mark Rutledge, United Church of Chris::
Rev. Donald Emmel, Presbytert.
Rapt,
and Pe\
4* ********* *************
I u,. 1. AJou,;,
Ilt

t;uenza. Judy Long, Pam Arlett.
Judi Nielson and C7harmaine
Warnock are running for secretary
Running for treasurer are
Carol Palm, Cathy Buchanan
and Barbara Saunders. Judicial
’mard candidates include Charleen Ciresc, Anita Cowan, and
Louise Noble.

AC
4,*
AC

SPUR is sponsoring sophomore
Rick Trout for ASB treasurer.
Trout has been on Student
Council for the past two years.
He has also been ASH finance
officer, chairman of the ASB
finance committee, and a member of the Financial Advisory
Board.

Einar Wetlesen

DISTRIBUTORS

f, WATKINS

Candidates tor AWS president
are juniors Linda McClure and
Claire Border. Votes may be
east today and tomorrow.
Vicki Bergez and Nancy Hanlon are seeking the first vice
president ial
posit ion. Second
vice presidential candidates include Julie Jones and Sharon

It
It
It

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Open Evenings
Till 9 P.M.

AWS Candidates Up for Election;
16 Coeds Campaign for Positions

Rick Trout

United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE
ELECTRONIC PARTS
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Off List Price of Albums
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USE SPARTAN DAILY
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ASB VICE PRESIDENT
CHAIRMAN STUDENT COUNCIL
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Bob Pisan. ASB President
John Hendricks, ASB Vice President
Frank Bardsley, ASB Exec. Secretary
Ray Kunde, ASB Graduate Rep.
Dave Thind, ASB Senior Rep.
Mike Freed, ASB Senior Rep.
Robin Phillips, ASB Senior Rep.
J. J. Fraser, ASB Junior Rep.
Wes Watkins, ASB Junior Rep.
Dick Miner, ASB Junior Rep.
Bill Clark, ASB Soph Rep.
John Bruckman, ASB Soph. Rep.
Rick Trout, ASB Soph. Rep.
Tina Newton, ASB Freshman Rep.
Dan Auza, ASB Freshman Rep.
Rich Soto, ASB Freshman Rep.
Jeanette Faddis, ASB Freshman Rep.

t ***********

************* 44444441444J
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We Endorse Rich Corby for
Vice President
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A REMINDER FOR ALL 1965 SUMMER SESSIONS STUDENTS

APPLY NOW FOR YOUR

4. Elect

SUMMER SESSIONS
"Pity You Don’t Have a Lotus 23!"
Perhaps you have but a VW, or an MGB, or even an
American car. Whatever it may be, B & P Foreign Car
Service will attend it with the same expert care given
the Lotus and at the low student-faculty rate: $6.00
per hour for all work, tune-up and overhaul included.

Personalized Service Factory -Trained Mechanics
B & P Foreign Car Service
1470 W. San Carlos Street
Phone 297-8811

WA

GARY
KLEEMANN
Soph Representative

Responsible
Representative
Student Government
49**********************4

REGISTRATION PERMIT
indicating the hour when the summer
Registration permits
will be issued in the order
sessions student may register
in which applications for permits are received. Deadline for
Filing your application for a registration permit is June I.
Apply for your permit now! Avoid the last-minute rush.

Speed up your registration.

1
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*-

On -campus students may obtain applications in the Summer
Sessions Office, Room 144, Administration Building...Night
students: Apply, Evening Programs Office, Room 153,
Administration Building, until 9:45 p.m. Monday through
Thursday.

ATTEND THE 1965 SUMMER SESSIONS . . . AT SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

II.--IBTANTAN DAILY
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Judo Team
Competes
In NCAA

Father’s Friendly Advice Pays Off;
Murio No. 2 on SJS Tennis Team
By ROLAND %FA ’llai Iand
JIM McF11E1RSON
Dark -eyed, personable Bub Murk). 19 -year-old SJS junior philosophy major, is currently number
two man MI the Spartan varsity
Winds team.
"It was through my father’s encouragement that I first became
interested in tennis, though in the
beginning, I was not yet playing

Vote

seriously, but rather, for pleasure,"
said Bob.

elusion of participation to other
sports." Bob recalled.

Murices father, John Mario,
was a West Coast tennis Chant plan in the 1930’s. In the span
of that decade, John Mario wok
every tennis title along the West
coast.
John Murio’s greatest tenni,.
achievement was his capturing the
title of Number One-Ranked Tennis Player in Canada, in 1933. In
addition, he also held Washington
State and Oregon State titles and
the Senior Invitational (age 45
and overt in which he made the
,’nil -finals of the U.S, Nationals
. 1947.

In Murio’s first season at Lowell
High, this sophomore year 1, he
didn’t make the first five in the
singles, or the first two in the
doubles teams.
"That year, I entered Academic
Association ( A A A I Tournament
competition. I was given a chance
to play doubles with the number
two man on the Lowell High Indian team. We won the AAA all San -Francisco high school title,"
Bob reminisced.
In his second season (Junior
year) Bob made number two
spot on the Indian net squad,
and reached the finals of the
AAA singles championships, losing to the number one man on
his own high school team.

:U the age of 14. Bob attended
ell High School (noted for its
, -.lily rated tennis teams( in San
I.:incise, graduating at the end
he fall semester in 1963.
In his senior year, Bob again
There. I decided to coneen- was number two man on the Lowt rate solely on tennis, to the ex- ell High School varsity t ennis
***************************************
PAID POLITICAL ALVERTISEMENT

BILL
CLARK

RICK

Junior Rep.

TROUT

Experience
* 2 Years Student Council
* Vice -Chairman Student
Counzil

TREASURER

*Western Chairman
Assoc. Student Governments of the USA
*College Union SubChairman

Experienced Leadership

*Publicaticris Committee
*Sparfcm Shields

I.

"Devoted to the Betterment
of San Jose State College"

2 Years on Student
Council
ASB Finance Officer

2.

3.

Chairman, ASB
Finance Committee
Financial Advisory

4.

Board
’fisenveasate********* ***** avavarseene******veeesteve***
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$10U,G00.00 I NVENTORY SACRIFICED
FISHING TACKLE
GOLF

ATHLETIC GOODS

TENNIS

SPORTING GOODS

CAMPING

GUNS

AL’S SPORTING GOODS
79 E. Santa Clara St.
EVERY ITEM OF

FAMOUS

San Jose
BRAND

DOWN FOR THIS GREAT SALE

TENNIS

GOODS

IN

THE

to Choo,e From
SPGRTCRAFT -BLACK DOTLaminatcd frame
Full simulder overlay
Req. 57.50

’ 4"

SPORTCRAFT "CHALLENGER"
7 pc. head, reinforced
throat, leather grip.
$688
Reg. 510.95
WILSON "JACK KRAMER"
VALIANT
$ 7 66
Req. $11.95
WILSON "JACK KRAMER"
PERSONAL
Reg. 516.95

10"

STORE

IS

OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE.

COMPLETE BEN PEARSON
ARCHERY SET
Reg. ’512.95

GOLF

SPORTCRAFT DELUXE
BADMINTON SET
4 player, steel shaft
rackets. Reg. $14.95
MALIBU
SURF BOARDS
Reg. $49.95

$8"
’34"

SALE NOW ON
9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.
22 LONG RIFLE
AMMO
Carton of 500 rounds

$599

It was through high school
tennis contpetition that Bob first
met Bich Anderson, current
number one titan on the Spartan
net team.
While Bob was number two man
on the Lowell High School team,
Anderson was number two man on
the rival Lincoln High School
also in San Francisco) team.
The two men played each other,
and Murk) defeated Anderson.
Wit II e In high school, Bob
ranked seventh in Northern California in 1961 in the "Boys 16
and Under" classification. In
1962 and again in 1963. he ranked 11th in the "Junior Men’s
(18 and under)" category.
In that same year 119631, Bob
won the Pacific Northwest Junior
Men’s (age 18 and under) Doubles
title, while touring on the Pacific
Northwest and Canadian Circuit.
On that same circuit that same
year, he also won the Washington
State Junior Men’s Doubles.
Bob entered San Franicsco City
College (SFCC) in the Spring of
196:i.
"I played only one season at
SFCC," said Bob. "We played
I adder matches to determine
seedings on the team. I made
numlwr two man. Rich Anderson
(also attending SFCC at the
time) was number three man."
While enrolled at SFCC, Bob
was a member of the California
State Junior College Championship Tennis Team, At SFCC, the
two former high school rivals,
Murio and Anderson, became close
friends, Bob was still attending
SFCC, one semester after Anderson had transferred to SJS.
"Rich and several of my other
friends had told me many wonderful things about SJS, and encouraged me to transfer here. I entered SJS in the spring of 1964"
Bob related.
During the 1964 Spartan tennis season, Mario garner e d
the number NI) spot (the same
position he eilfrently holds) on
the SJS varsity tennis team.

TRU-FLITE STARTER SET
5 irons, 2 woods, leather
grips, sand blasted
face. Men’s or Ladies’
Req. $45.95

Anderson Homers Twice;
Delta Upsilon Trampled
Denny Anderson hit two hoo,,
runs Monday to lead the Animal to a 9-8 win over the Air Force
ROTC in Intramural fast -pitch
softball action at
the South
Campus.
In other games, Delta Upsilon
No. 2 is still trying to figure
out what happened as the Animal Fans, flattened them 21-3.
DIJ didn’t even get a chance
to get off the ground as the
Farm batted around 2,2 tillieti,
mending 23 men to the plate In
first Inning.

SPORTCRAFT
TABLE TENNIS BALLS
SPLCIAL
Don.

89‘

SPORTCRAFT TOURNAMENT
DART BOARD
$349
With 6 Darts, Reg. 55.50
"HOLLYWOOD SURFER"
SKATE BOARD
Laminated hardwood
$788
Genuine Chicago Trucks
Reg. $12.95
SWIM FINS
Reg. S.5.95
tilf11111witt tics

SCOOP -N -RAKE
BALI, RETRIEVER
Extends to 12 ft.
Reg. 57.50

During This Sale
All Sales Final
No Exchanges
No Refunds

ALL OTHER CAR SERVICES
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

PURITAN OIL CO.
& KEYES

Today’s Chic Is Creamy Sleek
(why settle for little nothing lips)

TONIGHT’S GAMES

MAX FACTOR
’Ultra Zuceirl Creme cseirliict

Fast -Pitch 3:45 p.m.
Vandals vs. Army All -Stars
DU No. 2 vs. Blues
Blue Bombers vs. Animal Farm
AFROTC vs. Moulder Hall
Beavers vs. Animals No. 2
Lobos vs. SAE No, 2
That season, SJS won the West
Coast Athletic Conference
The
championship.
(WCA(’)
team of Rich Anderson and Bob
Murio won the doubles championship In that tournament.

$1.25 plus tax

The Remarkable I pstick Discovery
tit
o Dryness
That
*So smooth it 0(1, on like a lick of cream
* So moist your lips feel softer-yummier
* So rich it Iliizzles your lips with a new cover

loth &

TENTH ST. PHARMACY
Santa Clara

201-9131

WHAT’S BUGGIN’ YOU?
NEW
DIRECT RADIO -TELEPHONE SHOW
From Our Stage

10-12 Midnight

SPORTS CENTER
GET INTO THE
SWING OR SWIM
OF THINGS THIS
Then
SUMMER? thefollow
sun in

SPORTCRAFT HEAD COVERS
Heavy soft vinyl
Reg. $1,20

the latest of fashions and
the finest of Equipment.

SUPER-FLITE GOLF BALLS
Pack of 3

GOLF CARTS

200 Sleeping Bags

America’s Finest Carfs

Lures
’’PAGE Reg. $1795

511.8

It is not possible to list
the thousands of items

’LANCER"
Reg. 524 50

that are

all marked to
sell. Listed are but a few
of the fantastic values.

"CAVALIER"
Reg. $2995

Some items are in limited

WILSON "SAM SNEAD"
GOLF BALLS
Reg. $13.75
Dot.

AL’S SPORTING GOODS
79 E. SANTA CLARA ST., SAN JOSE

16"
19"

sr

Above Are
But A Few
Of The Great
Values Offered

CY
2- 52 52

KGBA 1;30 K.C.

’4"

AJAY "CADDY CRUISER"

supply.

98‘

A $1 green fee must accompany
all entries.

Featuring

500 Fishing Rods

All on Sale

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

JGhn Lester,

UTILITY CLUBS
Sand wedge, dual wedge,
pitching wedge, chipper $588
Reg. 512.95
Liquid center, guaran59
teed Req. $2.25 Pack
Your Choice

Tremendous Discounts

Reels - Lines

Tomorrow and Friday are the
last days to sign-up for the Intramural Golf Tournament which will
be held Friday, May 7 at the
Santa Teresa Golf Course.

Sign-ups are also being held for
the mixed doubles volleyball tourThe scoring barrage may well
ney and the Intramural Track
be an intramural record.
meet. Those wishing more details
There were only three other
are asked to see Intramural I,
Tuesday games reported, the Vanrector Dan Unruh in MG121.
dal’s defeated the Allen Haulers
15-9, Animals No. 2 canned Moulder Hall 13-1, and the Air Force
ROTC blasted the Blue Horde 12-6.

All At

MISC.

’. leans vs. Chi Pi Sigma
’eke Corps vs. Animals
Piece Corps vs. Animals
Hi House vs. SAE No. 2
Howard’s Tavers vs. Phi Mu Chi
Fat Men vs. Allen Haulers

528"

77

Baseball Gloves and Mitts

Intramurals

Sunday thru Thursday

$139
Our Entire Stock of

CHAMPIONSHIP CHALLENGE -Jim Pennington (I.) and Larry
Dobashi (r.) are members of the defending national champion
SJS judo team. The Spartans will seek an unprecedented fourth
consecutive national championship Saturday.

In this season’s Tournament of
Champions, held recently at SJS.
Bob defeated Jack Darrah, who
is ranked 10th in Northern California, and 64th nationaliy.
"(Head SJS tennis coach) Butch
Krikorian is one of the finest
and most inspiring tennis couches
I have ever had the opportunity
to play under," said Bob.

MARKED

DON’T MISS THIS

’6"

Over 250 Tennis Rackets

WILSON
TENNIS BALLS
SPECIAL CAN OF 3

SPORTING

team, and that year he made the
AAA semi-finals.
All three years the Bob was on
the Lowell High School varsity
tennis team, that team won the
AAA Dual Match and AAA Conference championships. Bob was
undefeated in Dual Match play
throughout his high school tennis
career.

Yosh Uchida
judo stars will
he competing tor their fourth consecutive
nalionai
championship
when they travel to the NCAA
meet at Southern Illinois University Saturday.
Uchida, who has coached judo
at SJS since 1947 helped organize
the first national judo championship held at SJS in 1953. Uchida’s
learns have improved every year
and it appears Uchida may have
a dynasty at SJS as this team is
his strongest ever.
"At one time I had to build
from scratch," said Uchida. "In
recent years, however, many vet elan judo performers have heard
of our reputation and are anxious
to come here.
"When SJS toured Japan in
1963 we left a good impression
with the Japanese university people. It appears several good judo
prospects from Japan will be likely
to come to SJS.
"Professor Soichi Shimizu visited
SJS only because he knew we had
a great judo program. He is chairman of the all -Japan Judo Student
Federation. Not only is he an
excellent administrator, hut he is
the only person in the world to
have won a fifth degree black belt
at the age of 20. Nobody has even
come close to touching this feat.
"People such as Shimizu have
been a great boost to our program.

garden Cify -llofirau
Si So. Market
CY 7-2002
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JUNIORS
VOTE
TODAY

BERMIDA SHORTS
from 4.95

HAROLD KUSHINS

Madras, Seersucker,
Poplin

MANN
HAUS

Senior Rep.
SPERRY TOP-SIDER
Red & White

I. More off-campus parking
2. Adoption of "wet" campus policy

Traditional Clothiers
419 Town & Country Village
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri.
’til 9:30 ... 243-3352

3. Establishment and Extension of
Meaningful Academic Traditions
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Santa Clara Draws an Error
For Refusing Top SJS Hitter
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the
second in a two-part series on
Spartan varsity baseball team
co -captain, and star first baseman. Matt Sliholovich.
During the Golden Gate Conference Athletic League season,
Spartan varsity baseball team cocaptain and star first baseman,
Matt Miholovich was batting .375
while playing his first season for
the league-affiliated Foothill College Owls, bringing his over-all
batting average up to .285. With
this average under his belt. Miholovich garnered the honorable
position at tenth best hitter in the
league.
WINTER LEAGUE
The following winter, Matt played with a Winter League team
organized by the Pittsburgh 1Pa.)
Pirates. Facing good pitching in
Winter League, Miholovich was
doing well in the batting department.
Matt’s second season with the
Foothill Owls was his finest season of his life to date.
"I was hitting .430 that season,
and fortune was on my side. I
made all -Coast Conference that
year," the Spartan first baseman
reminisced.
Sliholovich received a scholartint ********************
Paid Political Advertisement

Vote

ANN
LAUDERBACK

ship from the University of Santa (iara, but, the usual Interschool petty jealousies interfered
with completion of scholarship
transiwthins: the Bronco school
refusing to accept any of his
units from Foothill.
"My scholarship not being accepted at the University of Santa
Clara, I transferred to SJS," said
Matt.
Last season, Miholovich’s batting average, under head SJS baseball coach, Ed Sobczak, was .325,
one of the leading batting averages on the Spartan team last
year.
"I was going to try the outfield
again, but I finally decided I had
better stick at my accustomed first
base position," said Matt.
"This year, I started out very

Coach Dan Glines
Spar tababe basketball coach
Dan Glines scouted the Russian
basketball team for the upcoming
summer world’s championships in
Europe Friday night.
Glines, widely recognized in his
field for the outstanding job he
has done in scouting Spartan opponents, was one of the many
thousands who were on hand for
the Soviet Union- United States
basketball contest at San Francisco’s Civic Auditorium.

well, hut I have been slacking off
recently. I am fighting to keep
my batting average above .300.
I am disappointed in our (the
team’s) record this year. We
have lost some good players this
year, hut I thought we would
still be able to better our 20-20
record of last season."
In baseball, as in all other sports,
Jecasional freak incidents occur.
Concerning recent Spartan/Vandenhurg Air Force Base contest
held in San Diego, Matt related
this one:
SAN DIEGO
"During our recent game against
Vandenburg Air Force Base, I
missed my turn at bat. Coach
Sobczak was making several substitutions. I was battling in the
number five spot, and the new
pitcher ended up in clean-up position.
I was sitting next to Coach Sobezak when my turn at bat came up,
which I missed. Shortly after I
missed my turn, the coach said to
me in a rather puzzled manner,
’What did you do when you just
batted?’ I thought he was referring back to a previous inning, so
I told him I had popped up. He
started to write down on his record sheet, when suddenly he stopped, saying, ’Wait a minute! You
didn’t even bat!’ Fortunately, the
Vandenberg team did not realize
the error."

SJS Golfers
Get Revenge
From Broncos
Harry Taylor and Ron Cerruti
shot three-under-par 69’s yesterday afternoon to lead San Jose
State to a 20-7 victory over Santa
Clara at the Almaden Country
Club.
Cerrudo, who is the number one
man on the Spartan team, shot
outstanding gulf on the front nine
getting two birdies and an eagle.
Neil Woodruff of Santa Clara
was the medalist as he finished
with a four-under 68. Jim Welchers, top man on the Bronco team
met Cerruti for the feature match
of the day but the event fizzled
as Welchers ballooned to a 76.
Once again the tremendous advantage of playing on the home
course was evident. Just two
weeks ago, Santa Clara bombed
SJS 161.2-101
in Santa Clara.
Earlier in the year. the Spartans
tied Fresno 13,C -13’a in Fresno.
The next time the two teams met,
SJS won 20-7 on its home course.
"There is a very big disadvantage in playing away from home,"
head golf coach Jerry Vroom
explained, ’’in basketball or football the surroundings may be different but the court or field is
the same. In golf the entire course
is different and in most cases a
golfer never sees the course before he plays. As a result he may
run into blind traps and other
hazards he is Unaware of."

By ROLAND ZECHMEISTER
The SJS varsity tennis team
which travels to Stanford today,
trekked on down to the land of
the smoggy, smoggy dew during
Easter week for a series of confrontations from which they returned with a great big hunk of
Easter ham.
Saturday, April 17, the SJS
racketmen stole nine grains of
pepper from the possessors of the
shaky Pepperdine nets, to emerge
SENIOR
100 per cent lossless in that comREPRESENTATIVE petition.
In the first SJS-Pcpperdine
singles match, Spartan number
Qualified Experience
one man, Rich Anderson, won his
set with scores of 6-4, 1-6, 7-5.
*AWS Executive Council
Number two netman, Bob
*AWS Judicial Board
Mono lost his first, 1-6, but
*Chairman, Visiting Scholar
came back to win the remaining
Committee
two-thirds of his set, 6-1, 6-3.
*
*Treasurer, Community
The Spartans’ third and fourth
Service Committee
men. Rodney Kop and Yit Louie
* AWS Fifty Outstanding
served their ways to complete
Women
victoriesKop scoring 6-3, 6-3;
* *Who’s Who in American
and Louie winning 7-5, 6-2.
Colleges
* Spartan number five man, Bill
Burns won 6-2, 6-2; and SJS num-

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

elect
WES
WATKINS
ATTORNEY GENERAL
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JUMP ROPE RHYMES
Little Orphan Annie
Hops on one foot, one foot.
Little Orphan Annie
Hops on two feet, two feet.
Little Orphan Annie
Hops on three feet, three feet
Little Orphan Annie
Hops on four feet, four feet.
Little Orphan Annie hops out.

her six man, Rich Gugat, took
his set, 6-1, 6-1.
In the doubles, the Spartan
team of Anderson-Hop won 6-4,
7-5. The 5111110-Louie combination scored 2-6, 8-6, 6-3.
The team of Fred Russell and
Burns burned their competition
6-1, 6-0.
Two days later, the Spartan
netters found themselves in the
"Sailors’ Paradise" of San Diego,
facing the San Diego State Aztecs.
On the San Diego courts, the
Spartans repeated the Pepper dine performance, scalping the
Aztecs on their own (un)haPny
hunting grounds.
In the first singles set, Anderson won 6-2, 6-1. l’alurio took the
second singles set 6-1, 6-3. Fop
won the third set 6-0, 6-3. Louie
was victorious with 6-3, 7-3 scores;
and Burns and Russel each won
their sets--Burns scoring 6-1, 6-4:
and Russell taking two out of
three, 6-1, 5-7, 6-0.
In the doubles competition, Anderson and Fop won their set 6-3.
6-3. Murio and Louie scored 6-3.
8-6. And Burns and Russell scored
7-5, 8-6.
On Tuesday, April 20, smog
overcame Anderson and Murio
who lost their singles sets on
the courts at Los Angeles State.
The scoreboards from the heartof-Smogville competition told the
semi -tragic story this way:
In the singles competition, Anderson lost 4-6, 4-6, and the Mario
sel duplicated these results with
2-6, 3-6 scores.
The smog cleared for the later
matches, and the sun was singing
"happy days are here again!" loud
and clear, as Fop, Louie, Burns.
and Russell won their sets with
respective 6-4, 6-0; 6-4, 6-4; 6-1,
6-3, and 6-1, 6-2 scores.
Al Los Angeles State, Fred
RUSSO!
added gravy to the
mashed potatoes, winning a
practice set, 7-5, 6-3.
In the doubles competition
Los Angeles State, the Ander-.
!
Fop team won its set, 4-6, 6-1,
Murio and Louie took a set t,
6-2; and the team of Burns ;Hi

By KEN ALLAN
It was it rocky afternixm yesterday for San Jose State’s varsity
and freshman baseball teams.
The varsity WLIS tipped over by
Stanford 9-4 at Municipal Stadium
and the frosh team was plowed
under by Santa Clara 19-0 on the
Frosh Field.
Varsity pitcher Gary Strom
started off well but then crashed
heavily in the fourth inning when
he gave up five runs on three
walks, a bit batsman, two hits
and an error he made on a misplay at the plate.
Spartan coach Ed-Sobczak Wits
at a loss to explain what happened to Strom. "He pitched well
in the first innings," Sobezak explained, "but then in the fourth
he lost all control and couldn’t
get the ball over the plate."
Only one of the five runs was
earned. This has been the story
through much of the season for
the hard -luck Strom who now has
a 5-7 record. His season earned run -average is close to 2.00 but
occasional CITOI’S by teammates in
key situations have hurt. This
time, however, it was his own
doing.
SJS launched its runs together
in the seventh inning. With one
out, Dennis Nevin walked, George
Vierra walked and so did Pat Duggan. With the bases loaded Matt
Miholovich followed suit, drew a
walk and forced in a run. Vierra
scored a short time later on a
sacrifice fly, Dugan came home
on a wild pitch and Miholovich
scored on a single by Butch Enkoji.
Friday the varsity team travels
Russell was also destined for vic- to the University of San Francisco for a double-header. Either
tory, with 6-4. 4-6, 6-2 scores.
Bill Ardis, Frank Pangborn, or
In the semi-finals of the Ojai ,
Bill Schmidt will start. Ardis,
Tournament Inter-Collegiate Tentroubled lately by the flu is a
nis Champ’onship held Thursdey,
doubtful.
April 22-Sunday, April 25, at Ojai.
Freshman coach Bill Gustafson
Anderson was defeated by
can say with a clear conscience
nal it-malty-ranked Fred Drilling
that yesterday’s score is not repof the University of Arizona 3-6,
resentative of the ability of the
4-6. The fiery Sun Devil racket
freshman team.
ace then went on to win the finals
The game was going just dandy
of the Ojai event, emerging as
for starting pitcher Rich KernOjai champion for the second year
straight.
At Ojai, Sun Devil doubles
team defeated Fop and Louie.

merley as he set the Broncos down
without any trouble in the first
inning. And then as an omen of
things to come, lead-off man Ron
Garzini hit a triple but was later
picked off at the plate trying ,
score on Et fly to right.
At the end of the fifth innin
Santa (7lara led 4-0 when Kern
merley began complaining of a
sore arm, Gustafson had two
pitchers he could have used but
he had another problem, namely
a doubleheader today against San
Francisco State.
So Gustafson began taking volunteers. The lucky u ?) fella was
infielder Bill Spencer. Two home
runs, a couple of doubles, eight
runs and 13 batters later Spencer
had completed his first college
ining as a pitcher.
Showing a fine sense of fair
play and sportsmanship, Gustafson
picked on Perry Tadlock who was
slightly more effective, giving up
six runs. Gustafson was so impressed he let Taillock finish the
game.
Needless to say Santa Clara was
all smiles as it packed for home.
After surveying the damage, it
was found the Broncs banged out

16 hits including five home runs
and five doubles.
Despite the score, Gustafson’s
, spirits weren’t dampened much.

’El..cfronic Dash’
Correction Made
II .
rections to
Thursday’s "Zechmeister’s SportscriptsThe Electronic 100-Yard
Dash’" are in order: This experiment was a modification of an experiment conducted three years
ago on finding the velocity curve
in the 60 yard dash. The runners
did not pair off and simultaneously run on both tracks, but the
same runner ran on one track
and five minutes later, on the
other ---the order of tracks being
randomly determined. The Spartan
track is a clay and sand mixture,
and the green track is made of a
3M formula which has not been
revealed. The green track is 7/100
of a second faster than the Spartan track in the 60-yard dash. The
purpose of the experiment is to
find the velocity curve on both
tracks.

-A3WiZZ2a-ZUBISPJEMEWW-ri-VZ
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RICHARD EPSTEIN
For Graduate Representative
PLATFORM

ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT . . Reapportion funds formerly bud
geed for the marching band and intercollegiate sports; expand the
visiting scholar and scholar in residence programs; increase the allotmont for student literary publications such as Reed magazine. Corn’
missiontalented students in the fine arts to pursue their creative
endeavors. Vigorously support S.E.E.
PERSONAL FREEDOM & RESPONSIBILITY . . . Make residence in
approved housing optional for all students. Contraceptive information
and supplies should be available without restriction at Health Center.
SPARTAN DAILY .. . Greatly expand ’Thrust and Parry’ expressions
of student-faculty opinion and make more space available for editorial features by increasing advertising rates (current practice: less
than 4% for Thrust and Parry, more than 50% for advertising). Investigate the relationship between Spartan Daily and the Journalism &
Advertising Department, including long standing allegations of censorship of non -libelous, iconoclastic advertisements and letters to the
editor.

BASKETWEAVE SUIT
59.90

IN
CONCERT

A lot of suit
for the price.
Our fashionable
best selling
basketweave
suit.
Our own

Hear MANCINI oad I..c
ploy -Ii!elnr Gunn,
Mr. lock y-, -Moon, 4o,r,’

natural

’Bob^Elophont Wnlk"

shoulder
model

SATUrDAY. MAY 1

AT 8.00 P.M.

tailored

FROST AMPHITHEATER

to a tee.

STANFORD UNIVERSITY

TICKETS
$2
53
VI

New spring
colors.

nIs available at Tratidder Union Bort
,o, Stanford. and San Jose Box Office.

Gray,

Mail Orders Accepted.

putty,
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WETLESEN

Have Everything in Our
Teachers Aids Section
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Varsity Nine Nailed by Indians;
Frosh Hope To Erase Memory

SJS Net Stars Topple Opponents
During Easter Vacation Matches

r

sr MT Vs,’

Wednesday, April N. 19(7,
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take

for

12 months
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to pay.

G
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VALLEY FAIR

,AN ANTONIO

CENTER

SHOP MON. THRU FRI. ’TH. 9.30 P.M.
SHOP MON., WED., THURS., FRI. ’TM

9:30 P 0

U
’Markham Mayhem
Annual Car Rallye
Ends Dorm Week

WerinecAav. April ._.1/1

11--NPARTAN META’

VS Needs Orientation Leaders
’Ail] he
I voi
May 13 arid Thurson
day, May 20 at 7 p.m. in the cafeteria. Students chosen for the positions are expected to attend the
training sessions.

be- I. Id on Friday. May 7 riori
It1.3o a.m. to 5 p.m at the College Union and on Saturday, May
8 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday, May 9 from 1 to 5 p.m in
I.N301.

Students in istong to t,e1 usforeign student orientation leaders
in the fall semester mu) apply
Monday through Thursday, May 3
to 6 at the College Union.
Interviews for the positions will

Responsibilities of a foreign student orientation leader include a
!general knowledge of the InterStudent
Organization,
inational
!SJP; housing facilities, problems
laced by new foreign students,
.icridernie requirements, extra- curricular and orientation week ac us hips.

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
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ENTROPY
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/
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1 WKS. FREE
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8 4. $80. 269.9014 aft. 6
f
OFFICE SPACE (..1,
$52.50 uP.
e. 29788/7.

AUTOMOTIVE 121

LARGE APTS. ’64 HONDA SCRAM
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’54 CHEV.
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LARGE 2 BOOM

’63 CORVAir. VAN

GIRLS
,
kOcms.:alE NEEDED
WEDDING iny,atioi,
Weddina Press 79r (Oct.
t:Ar:RiED COUPLES
fit-A-fax -- must sell. 47.10 o’v. T.
cond. TV, cooler heater. Turn
2864759.
59 Porsche coupe, e..
Wait SELL
cond. 3,
LOST
LOsT
6 SPEAKER STEREO -- Arvin. $55/ offer.
. 286-2593.
Some
I Cer’o
Bob A:etander of
.
SELL

Responsible
Representation
Through
Hord Work
and
Personal Contact"

S.F
So
Buildirq

PERSONALS (7)

RIBALD GREETING CARDS

61 Years in San Jose

COMPANION
Al -e, iv ha.,

WArITC

VESPA ISO.
& Iu.I. in?’
TYPEWRITER
’CLASS! :AL

VON

vOlL!
tr.

GUITAR,

HELP WANTED (4)

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
Bat’ey. 266 5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc
Pica electric. 243-6313.
SEWING MACHINE
RENTALS
Pick up your rental now, no delays -only $5 a month. KNW Sewing Machine
Center. 917 N. 13th, 286-5566.
TYPIST - Neat, fast, corrections made
Mrs. O’Neill, 293 4420.

MOTHER OLSEN’S BOARDING HOUSE
-Men. Best rood in town. New apt.
units. Linen & maid tern. Kit. & leund.
fecil. 3 TV’s. 122 N 8f4s, CV 5.9504
$711 wit
1 BDRM. APT.

r

To buy, sell, rent, or
announce
anything,
lust fill out and clip
this hinds order
blank.

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14
Calif.
CHECK
CLASsIFICSTION.

I
1

TRANSPORTATION It)
WANT RIDERS to San Luis Obispo Sat.
AM. Pans, 286-5371.

Ulthcl tingek
uett qicind

To place an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv. Office - J206
MWF 9:30-3:30
T-Th I 0:30-3:30

HOUSING (5)

Rings

$2.00

1.50

2.25

3.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines

2.50

3.75

5.00 1

.50

.75

Loo ’

El Announcements (1)

’

TV Reporter Dies
Nationally famous radio-TV
newsman Edward
Morrow died
early yesterday morning in New
York.
Born of poor parents, Murrow
worked his way through school
preparing for the teaching profession. Early in his career, however, he began to work in the
field of radio news.
Murrow had worked for the
news department of the Columbia
Broadcasting Network
for 25
years until he was appointed head
of the United States Information
agency In 1962 by late President
Kennedy. The noted newsman retired from this post last year because of illness.

rt.

ewe( ell
N masa JUNG

First and San Fernando Streets
Downtown San Jose
Open Thorn, Evenings ’til 9
All Perking Lot Tickets Validated

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Positive
Farsighted
Representative

JACK

0 Housing (5)
and found (6)

o Lost

GROBAN

0 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)
Name_
Run AR
Isamu
sea--

Address.
(No. of days) Embed)

ti8

PART-TIME
WORK

SINCE 1904

I

3 lines

Print your ad here:
(Count 3.3 Letters and Spica for Each Um)

as beautiful as the pure

L

4 lines

1J Automotive (2)
LI For Sale (3)
0 Help Wanted (4)

Speech Students
Ready To Stage
Hour of Reading

w.2.LVAN

Minimum
Two lines Ona time Three times flea Itime
One time ,50c a line 25c a line 20c a limp

Add this
amount tor
each addi.
banal line

Occupational
Therapy Holds
First Open House

’1’lle Occupational Therapy Department and the Occupation:.’
Therapy Club are co-sponsorin::
an open house from 6:30 to 10
p.m. tomorrow, in 1113301 and 303.
The open house is the first
,e..eni of its type in the history
of S.1S, said Liz Esterly, Club’s
publicity chairman.
Its purpose is to acquaint other
department
and students with.
"what occupational therapy is and
what it does." said Miss Esterly.
Upper division occupational
therapy majors will present four
simultaneous demonstrations at
Oral interpretation students will
the open house. They will show the
present a reading hour in the operation of two
occupational therSpeech and Drama Building Studio apy clinical
treatment rooms (301
!Theater at :3:30 p.m. tomorrow.
and 3031; mock therapy and treatThe presentation, free to the
ment sessions; demonstrations of
public, will include poetry, prose
physical disability equipment: and
and a chamber theater presenta- demonstrations
of
occupational
tion. Participating students are therapy
equipment.
members of a Drama :to class.
Occupat Ional
therapy
maji is
The chamber theater presentareceive a 13.8. degree on conipletion is E. B. White’s -The Hour of
lion of a four year course. AfteLetdown." It will be directed by
graduation they intern for nine
Robert Ryan under the supervision
months in rt local clinical hospital
of Noreen La Barge Mitchell. Stua f filial ion.
dents participating include Jack
SJS has 170 occupational therStrange, Dick Weileineyer, Brib
apy majors and six full time facRyan and Jim Kant.
ulty members.
Other participants are Joan
Vance,
Fay
Lavender,
Sheila
Payne and Dave Brandt.
Another section of the program
A $250 scholarship for a Junior
includes selections dealing with
"Sentimentality and Sentiment." or Senior female who was graduStudents taking part in this sec- ated from Turlock, Denair or Hiltion are Douglas Clark, Linda mar high schools has been anBleye, Jane Edwards, Patty Giv- nounced by the Soroptomist Club
ens, David Kahn and Teresa Le - of Turlock.
Applications are now available
genet.
Other students are Lorraine Per- for the yearly award in ADM269
son, Irene Russell, Jocelyn Smith,
Carolyn Wahlgren and Susan Wall,
Katherine Payne will present
"The Creation" by James Welden
Johnson and Teri Ryder will preEvenings & Saturdays,
sent Ernest Hemingway’s "A Day’s
Minimum 16 hrs.
Wait."

. . . To be worn with Love.

CLASSIFIED RATES

$1.50

Scott Moore. Spartan Daily news
editor, was named first place winner yesterday, in the April Spot
News Competition of the William
Randolph Hearst Foundation’s
1964-65 Journalism Awards Program.
Moore, 21, will receive a $500
scholarship for his Spartan Daily
story on Jan. 20, dealing with the
resignation of Bob Titchenal, former SJS head football coach.
According to Joe Swan, assistant
professor of journalism and coplinator for the Hearst program
SJS, Moore’s award is par’ icularly significant "since about
IS colleges participate, including
",r. top journalism schools in the
uiintry."
Moore, a junior journalism mar r from Downey, Calif.. has been
ieipient of four other Hearst
including an eighth place
’Skirt .icholarship, honors he reeeked as a ft...01111:111 in 1962

pose for which they were made

Send in handy order blank. Encloso
,:ash or check. Maks chock out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Mono 2944414. Est. 2466

2 lines I $1.00

Daily News Editor
Wins $500 Award

the
I
Mal kft,i:11 Ma) hem
third annual car rallye sponsored
hy, Markham Hall, will get rolling
Friday at 10th Street and Alma
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
The rallye marks the end of
National Residence Hall Week activit les. Registration lakes place
during the rallye and the fee for
each car is $2.
First and second place trophies
will be awarded along with place
plaques for first through sixth
place winners.
Participation plaques in the
shape of Tower Hall will also
be issued to each car. The living
center with the highest number
of points will receive a group
I rophy.
Rallye master is Paul Cavagnolo
and his assistant is Bob Crawford.
Car rallye participants will he
asked to follow a route according
to general instruction. Questions
will be asked at certain points
along the way. The person with
the most points at the end of the
rallye is the winner, explained
(*.ivagnol. I

TOMORROW:
AWN judicial board, 4 p us,,
College Union.
11111e1, It
79 S. Fifth
Student Muth Society, 7 Rio.,
ED107. Math clinic.
Arab-American Club, modern
Arabic language class, 4 p.m.,
CH162.
SEE, 3:30 p.m., CH359. Facultystudent relations committee.
Philosophy Club-Phi Sigma Ton.
8 p.m., J108. Speaker on "Phenomenology and Asian Thought."
NeW1111111 Club, 7:45 p.m., 79 S.
Fifth. Speakers on "An Existential
Approach to God" and "The Person of the Teacher" in conjunction
with a religious teachers training
program.
Occupational ’therapy Club, 6:30
p.m., HB301. Open house, all welcome.

0
SPECIAL of the Day
Served with Potatoes,
Fresh Vegetable,
Bread and Butter.

Fresh Ground
U. S. Choice Beef
Char -Broiled

GROUND STEAK

Job Interviews

$1.25

%sill hr livid in
All Inters
the Placement Center, A1)NI23-1.
Cheek at the center far HMO Of
appointments.

TOMORROW:
IBM: electrical engineering, mechanical engineering majors for
positions in electrical and mechanical engineering.
Rears-h:
Openings
Stanford
for programmers and mathematicians.

Angelo’s
Steak House
72 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, California

Charter Flight New York -Europe $264.00 R.T.
June 15, N.Y. to Brussels

Sept. 11, Brussels to N.Y.

SIERRA TRAVEL OF BEVERLY HILLS
Phone 12131 274.0729

9875 Santa Monica Blvd

PAID POLITICAL AUVLP-IISEMI NI

FOR
SOPHOMORE REPRESENTATIVE

or
Junior Representative

MAHLON
RECK

COMMISSION SALES
AND SALARIED POSITIONS
Alcoa Scholarships Available
For Information See Mr Law;
L
Calif. Dept. of Employment
970 W. Julian St
San Jo,e
7 00 p.m.. Thursday Only
...ree

"A Full Partnership

in

Education"

waCarweeree§

IF SHE’S NOT &MING
IN YOUR HAIR
...&E1 THIS

a

Ange/o’s

$250 Award

SERVICES 181

SELL HOLIDAY MAGIC
Full or par
d s’iLutors needed.
NEWEST NATURAL COSMETIC
LINE IN U. S.
For interview call 793.8588
WE NEED 7 men and women part lime
days or eves, for periodical sales desk
calling new accts. Salary to $2 an hour
plus bonuses. Apply 50$ S. 10th St.,
Room 102 between 10.12 or 5-7 p.m.
or call 294-0718.
BEAUTY SALON operator, full or part
time CAll 244.2725
VOTES FOR KATHY SCH WENT
Eger Ser LINICOL. Coed suffrage
LEARN JAPANESE - Teach me SerboCroa.
e.change. Ron. 294-3872.

SCOTT MOORE

to

I CARE!

NEED : o’rls to share apt. in Berkeley
Session. 269.0690.

VICE

’56 CHEVY
i

leaders

Alameda). 107U Elm. attend activities (hiring fall orieri
$88 I BDRM.
4445 Builtin stoves & ref.
tailor) week, beginning on Mori
I BEDROOM APT., lininq on. paneled day, Sept. 13. They will also be
14, Mgr.. apt. 4. 295 8101.
asked to aid during registration
$30 MONTH - Clean roorns, 1/2 block
,.9. rm.. showers. No lease
- Lel. 292 1327. Heated.
Fei’d P::1:I:cal Advertisement
(1,4) STUDENT - Share 2 bdrm, apt.
w 3. $40. 294.1728.

ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill

Spartaguide
’TODAY:
Chem Club, 2:30 p.m., 1117.
Alpha Ells /Sigma, 7 30 p in.,
I.N4u1
Alpha Phi Omega. 7 Rm.,
ED331. Pledges meet in College
Union.
Delta, 7 Rm., First
Oa
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 374
S. Third.
&IS Symphony Orchestra, 8:15
p.m., Concert Hall. Concert, open
to public.
Pershing Rifles, 7:30 p.m., 1344.
General meeting.
Tibiae, 3:30 p.m., CH227. "The
Church and Contemporary Political and Social Affairs" will be
discussed by Pastor Roy Hoch,
Rev. Don Emmet, Rev. Mark Rutledge and Rev. George Collins.
Industrial Relations Club, 7 p.m.,
Garden City Hofbrau.
Chl Sigma Epsilon, secretariat
honorary, 4 p.m., cafeteria A and
B. Miss Caroline Pederson, representative of the federal government, speaks on secretarial careers
in Washington, D.C.
Circulo Castellano, 12:30 p.m.,
southwest corner of cafeteria.
Student Math Society, 7 p.m.,
ED107. Math Clinic.
Relations Club,
International
3:30 p.m., C11161. Business meeting.
SEW’,, 3:30 p.m., ED100. Representative of the AFT will speak
on their action on the coming
weeks.
Newman Club, 8 p.m., 79 S.
Fifth. Dr. Henry Pitchford discusses "The Deputy."

0

Those dainty fingers aren’t
about to play games in a
messy, mousy mane! So,
get with it! ... get your hair shaped-up with
SHORT CUT. Disciplines crew cut, brush cut,
any cut; gives it life! Helps condition-puts more
body, more manageability, more girls in your
hair! Get it today. Old Spice SHORT CUT Hair
Groom by Shulton ...tube or jar,only .50 plus tax.
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